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CHALLENGES
• High torque values exceeding limitation 

of rig equipment

• High drag on trips

• Large torque variation (tortuosity)

• Progressive tool repair costs

• Tool failures

SOLUTION
• Tribex ERD Additive- 3 ppb

RESULTS
• Torque values reduced

• ERD lateral drilled to TD successfully

• Torque variations minimized

MUD TYPE
• 80:20 Diesel OBM

Independent Operator Drilling in West Texas with Diesel OBM Reduces Lubricant 

Consumption Rate by 67% by Using Tribex™ ERD in Extended Reach Lateral

Well Summary

An independent operator in West Texas was experiencing high downhole torque values in 

ERD laterals. The costly impact to the operator was a reduction in drilling efficiency, a 

reduction in lateral length associated to rig limiting torque, increased rates of tool failure 

associated with downhole vibrations, and progressive costs associated with liquid 

lubricants. As a consequence, an evaluation was made comparing two common liquid 

lubricants vs. Tribex™ ERD Additive. Field trial data showed that at a 67% reduction in 

active concentration, Tribex™ ERD Additive achieved the same or better values of torque 

as compared to both common liquid lubricants. The operator was able to achieve an 

increase in drilling optimization and performance while lowering their overall lubricant 

spend.

Well Outline
Interval Length: +/- 10,000 ft.

Well MD: +/- 20,300 ft.

Well TVD: +/- 10,000 ft.

Hole Diameter: 6.25 inches

Objective

Operator wanted to evaluate performance of Tribex™ ERD Additive vs. Liquid lubricants 

used in ERD applications. The field evaluation was on a 3-well pad allowing for the closest 

offset data for comparison. Well #1 and Well #2 were drilled consecutively with 3% by 

volume liquid lubricant 1 and 2 respectively. Well #3 was drilled with 3 ppb of Tribex™ ERD 

Additive. Well #3 had reduced torque at one-third the concentration of liquid lubricant with 

controlled torque variations minimizing downhole vibrations.
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Tribex™ ERD Additive continued
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TM

Drilling Specialties Company’s products are designed to help service companies

deliver superior fluid performance, and assist operators by decreasing their critical

exploration and development costs around the world. The fact is, the more

technologically demanding the drilling or well production conditions, the more we

can contribute to operational success.

Check us out on:

This publication is for informational purposes only. It should not be used in place of the advice of a professional engineer. The user acknowledges that all technical information contained in this

bulletin is given for convenience only and is accepted and used at the user’s sole risk. Before using this product, the user is advised to make its own determination and assessment of the

safety and suitability of the product for the specific use in question and is further advised against relying on the information contained herein as it may relate to any specific use or application. It

is the user’s ultimate responsibility to ensure that the product is suited and the information is applicable to the user’s specific application. Drilling Specialties Company, a division of Chevron

Phillips Chemical Company LP, does not make any warranties, and expressly disclaims all warranties, including warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose, regardless of

whether oral or written, express or implied, or allegedly arising from any usage of trade or course of dealing in connection with the use of the information contained herein or the product itself.

The user expressly assumes all risk and liability, whether based in contract, tort, or otherwise, in connection with the use of the information contained herein or the product itself.

https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/drilling-specialties-company/
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLUCITE_UMHiVMBAQ1L-6F98kW3XvHXaVP
http://www.cpchem.com/bl/drilling/en-us/Pages/default.aspx

